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There are good cops and there are bad cops.
There are good doctors and there are bad
doctors.

More to trying to erase the thin blue line than one bad cop

The 24/7 fake news media insists that the mob is tearing down statues, smashing windows,
looting, and burning down cities because a bad cop killed a man. I don’t think so.

Does the mob burn down hospitals when a bad doctor kills a patient? No, why not?
Because there is no advantage to the rulers of the mob in burning hospitals to the ground.
The phrase “mob rule” is a misnomer because the mob is not self-ruled. The mob does not
rule the mob; the mob has leaders. ANTIFA and Black Lives Matter (BLM) are racist,
supremacist, anti-American domestic terrorist organizations. Their leaders advocate the
overthrow of the U.S. government, reverse discrimination, and eliminating police
departments.

Lawful remedies against bad cops (or doctors)

In a civilized society there are lawful remedies to remove bad cops and bad doctors. One
can argue legitimately that it is difficult to remove bad cops and bad doctors because their
unions and licensing boards are self-monitoring and self-governing. Police unions require
too many infractions for removal. Medical doctors can simply move to another state and
practice elsewhere without any limitation or public disclosure.  In a civilized society, the
remedy for these difficulties is changing the guidelines for removal, or even the structure of
the governing bodies themselves.

The mob leaders want chaos – and the thin blue line stands in
their way
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So, why the violence and support of anarchy? Because the rulers of the mob are not looking
for lawful reform to remove bad cops. The rulers of the mob want to remove the rule of
law. There are no laws without law enforcement, only chaos.

The FOP defines the thin blue line

The Fraternal Order of Police (FOP) is the largest fraternal organization of sworn law
enforcement officers in the United States. More than 330,000 members belong to it, in
2,200 chapters (lodges) across the country. According to the FOP:

The five-cornered star tends to remind us of the allegiance we owe to our Flag and is a
symbol of the authority with which we are entrusted. It is an honor the people we serve
bestow upon us. They place their confidence and trust in us; serve them proudly. Midway
between the points and center of the star is a blue field representative of the thin blue line
protecting those we serve. Within the half circle over the centerpiece is our motto, “Jus,
Fidus, Libertatum” which translated means “Law is a Safeguard of Freedom.”

The thin blue line is what keeps society from descending into violent chaos.

Chaos has its advantages for the mob and its leaders

The advantage of tearing down statues, smashing windows, looting, and burning down
cities for the rulers of the mob is overwhelming social chaos to make the country
ungovernable. Why? Because social chaos is the prerequisite for seismic social change. The
mob rulers fully intend to fundamentally transform America and replace our constitutional
republic with socialism.

Easy Plugin for AdSense by Unreal
Antifa and BLM are foot soldiers of the revolution. The identifiable mob leaders are
contracted by the unobserved globalist elite. It is the globalist bosses who are directing the
social chaos by:

Funding and fomenting mob violence, and
Neutering the police force with radical leftist stand-down policies.

The thin blue line stands athwart the socialist goal

Voter beware! The goal of the radical leftist Democrat party and their globalist bosses is not
regulatory reform. Their ultimate goal is to replace the existing blue police force with their
own mercenary stormtroopers. Antifa and BLM will become the brownshirts of the new
normal in America. The radical leftist Democrat war on police is the last stage in the
globalist war on America.
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Social chaos in Minneapolis, Portland, and Seattle are the blueprint for establishing
autonomous zones that will fundamentally transform America from freedom to tyranny.
Parallel NO-GO zones established by Islamists in European countries have been stunningly
successful in:

Eliminating the laws and law enforcement of the host country, and
Fundamentally transforming the zones from freedom to tyranny under Islamic sharia
law.

Method to the madness

Eliminating the police force and dissolving the second amendment are the strategic goals of
the globalist initiative that leave Americans totally unprotected and vulnerable to globalist
takeover. Without the protection of the thin blue line, the globalist elite bosses can win
their war on America. All they have to do is convince Americans that all cops are bad cops.
Corporate sponsors of BLM and Antifa support the globalist effort with virtue signaling
platitudes.

The globalist mainstream media promotes the globalist effort with demonstrably false
accusations of systemic racism that are repeated incessantly. The war on America is a
comprehensive attack on American freedom. Law is a safeguard of freedom, and there is no
rule of law without law enforcement. Of course the ultimate target of the revolution is the
police. The thin blue line is what stands between anarchy and freedom. What the useful
idiots protesting in support of Antifa and BLM do not realize, is that after the chaos comes
the tyranny of globalist oppression.

The thin blue line stands against tyranny

There are no individual freedoms in the New World Order of the globalist elite. The unified
globalized world is a binary socio-political system with:

Globalist ruling elite at the the top of the pyramid, and
Enslaved population who serve them below.

Globalism is the twenty-first century name for feudalism. The New World Order is the very
old system of masters and slaves.

VOTER BEWARE! The radical leftist political mob in Washington plans to use your vote to
transfer your freedoms, your liberties, and your constitutional rights to the waiting
globalist elite. Political Armageddon is scheduled on November 3, 2020.
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“Ford Mondeo Police Luxembourg” by crash71100 is licensed under CC0 1.0

Editor’s Note

1 That might be more difficult than it seems. Any doctor, to practice medicine effectively,
must have admitting privileges in a local hospital. To get such privileges, he must apply to
and perhaps appear before a Credentials Committee at the hospital where he seeks
privileges. Credentials Committees always investigate applicants for privileges. Applicants
must submit a thoroughgoing curriculum vitae, which always requires greater detail than a
mere resume. Lying or dissembling on a CV is grounds for refusal or even revocation of
privileges. Furthermore, most hospital medical staffs do not establish any communities of
appeal. The threat of legal action against doctor and hospital alike in case of therapeutic
misadventure outweighs any “antitrust” consideration. Also: State Boards of Medical
Examiners are as likely to consider a bad doctor a threat to their image, or a competitor
they can conveniently remove, as a colleague deserving protection.
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